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A Note From the Editor
As a brand-new editor, I’d like to open this edition by saying thank you to all of you Tyne and Esk
Writers for entrusting the care of your magazine to me, and by thanking my predecessor Shirley Muir
for the excellent work she has done on our behalf over the years. I’m thrilled by the warm reception
I’ve received, and by the stories, poems and articles that have been making their way into my inbox.
Please keep them coming, for future editions, to mrssmith@beingmrssmith.com (in word doc format
please, with photos or illustrations if you have them).
It’s been an eventful and exciting summer for our members, with book launches, competition wins,
successful submissions and events, some of which we celebrate in this issue. Please do keep me
informed of future successes so that Scrivens readers can celebrate with you!
Cheryl

“Life starts all over again,
when it gets crisp in the
Fall”
~ F. Scott Fitzgerald, The
Great Gatsby

In this issue:
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THANK YOU CLAIRE…
At the Tyne and Esk AGM we said goodbye and showed appreciation for Claire
Askew, who was our enthusiastic Creative Writing Fellow during the winter of 2015 –
16. Thanks to a small grant, we were able to keep her services through the spring
and into early summer.
Her legacy will be the anthology of members’ work which she skilfully edited. She
has left her post at Tyne and Esk to work on her novel, Three Rivers. You can read
about this exciting turn of events on page 6.
However, happily, Claire won’t be leaving us as she is now a valued member of the
Penicuik and poetry groups.

www.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk
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Tyne and Esk Writers are delighted to welcome our new Creative Writing Fellow, Catherine Simpson.
Catherine is a novelist, journalist and short story writer. Her debut novel, Truestory, was published by Sandstone Press in 2015 and the opening
chapters won her a Scottish Book Trust New Writers Award. Catherine was Tyne & Esk Writer of the Year in 2013 and is the current Coastword
Festival Writer in Residence. Her work has been published in New Writing Scotland, Gutter, The Scotsman, New Writing Dundee and many
anthologies. She has performed her work at The Edinburgh International Book Festival, Dundee Literary Festival, Aye Write and Portobello
Book Festival. Her work has been shortlisted in the Mslexia Novel Writing Competition, The Bloody Scotland Short Story Competition and the
Asham Award. She has an MA in Creative Writing from Edinburgh Napier University and has mentored in creative writing for Scottish Book
Trust. Catherine was recently awarded a Hawthornden Fellowship.

Tongue Tied


Delicious autumn! My soul is wedded to it, and if I were a
bird I would fly about seeking the successive autumns
~ George Eliot

~Eric Platten
Why is it, when I see you
all the things I want to say
disappear from my brain?
We stand there chatting



about this and that
before both agreeing we really
must go.
Other things to do
and places to be.

Once again, as I walk away
beating myself up for not
having said all the things going
round in my head.
Cursing myself for being
tongue tied.

www.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk
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Leaving the Brownies
~ Yvonne Dalziel
‘Lily, look, who does that remind you of?’ I point to the statue of the little girl. She had thin legs and long curly hair that obscured her face as she leaned against the tree in the
dappled wood, emitting a general air of misery and hopelessness. There was something in my voice, despite the intentionally light tone, that alerted Lily, seemingly unreachable in
that moment.
‘Is it me?’ she asked sullenly. ‘I didn’t want to come to this stupid place to see these silly statues! I’m tired of walking and Daddy says I’m a nightmare, always having meltdowns,
and that Rosie might be my new mum.’ She sobbed.
‘I’m sorry, love, I was just teasing you.’
That weeping girl with the thin legs had stirred a memory deep in my unconsciousness and wafted by the image, the pain of being a little girl in a short dress rushed back. ‘I
remember how much I cried when I had to go to the Brownies and have my tea at Auntie Mary’s afterwards,’ I said.
‘Did you not like the Brownies?’ Lily looked at me, suspiciously, tears still in her eyes.
‘I didn’t like Brown Owl ordering me about and having to dance round the daft toadstool. I kicked it over once. Brownies was boring!’
‘No, they aren’t!’ she protested.
‘Auntie Mary wasn’t really our auntie,’ I continued. ‘Just my mum’s friend and I went there with my sister after Brownies to wait for the bus home. Auntie Mary was large and
wore an apron that had once been multi-coloured, but was now so grubby you couldn’t see the spring flowers on it! Her stockings hung around her ankles and her legs were
scorched, my big sister said, from spending too much time reading cheap novels too close to the fire.’
Lily grimaced. ‘So why did you cry?’
‘Mum would give us money for Auntie Mary, she was from Glasgow, my mother said, as if that was an explanation for anything, but we never got nice things to eat; not like
your dad gives you. She fried sausages in a greasy pan or made watery mince from a pot encrusted with old food. Her boys always got there first; it was the only night they were
sure of getting anything to eat I think. We ate what was left with big slices of bread hacked from a dry loaf that lay toasting in the sun. The cheap margarine smelled rancid.
Sometimes Auntie Mary set the table by laying a pile of half-clean forks, handleless knifes and cracked plates on the stained tablecloth, but more often it was a kind of running
buffet of grabbing and eating. ”There ye go, hen,” she’d say. “Take a sausage and some breed. Help yersel” and she’d go back to the fireplace with her book and a cigarette hanging
from her lips.
I would look up at my sister and whisper, ‘’It’s dirty. I can’t eat it.’’ She got angry with me and threatened that if I didn’t eat it she’d tell mum that I had wasted the money.
Sometimes, tired of being responsible for me, she would tell on me, anyway, and mum would get cross. Then I would be starved until the next morning. I would hang my head and
cry, my long frizzy hair covering my face, and my big sister would smile with satisfaction. Just like your big brother does when he gets you into trouble.’
Lily smiled.
‘“She’s not hungry,” my sister would say to Auntie Mary.’
Auntie Mary might have devoured endless bloodthirsty thrillers but she was Zen in her acceptance of everything life threw at her; never caring what people thought and laughing
easily and kindly at the manifestations of the human condition.
Lily was listening intently. She needed an adult like Auntie Mary in her life, now.
‘“Och, that’s ok, hen,” Auntie Mary would say. “I’ll make ye a cup o’ tea in a minute. Perk ye up efter the Brownies. A’ that running aroond, cannae be good fur ye.” My heart
would sink. The tea was worse than the food. Served in a large, stained mug, it was dark brown with lumps of soured milk floating on the surface. My stomach would heave as the
smell hit my nostrils. One day there was a hair on the cup. “Drink it,” my sister hissed, but I couldn’t. I felt sick. That evening she told my mum that I had refused to eat. I didn’t cry
this time, though, I decided to fight back.
“It’s not fair,” I said, “there was a hair on the cup.” My mother looked up from the darning. “A hair? On the cup? Ugh! You made her drink from a cup with a hair on it? Poor
wee soul.” And she smacked my sister. Now, it was my turn to smirk as my sister cried.’
Lily laughed. ‘What happened then?’
‘Well, some weeks later, Auntie Mary was lying in a bed in the sitting room. She looked different. Her face was thin, and her skin yellow. “I’m no’ weel,” she whispered, “the
doctor says it’s ma blood. It’s no’ right. I’m sae tired, canny even read ma books. Jist help yersels, girls.” So we never went back to Auntie Mary’s after that. She died a few months
later and I cried and felt guilty about not eating her food.’
‘Just like my mother died,’ Lily’s lip trembled.
‘Yes, Lily. Just like your mother.’ I put my arms round her.
‘Then one day,’ I continued, ‘Brown Owl told my mother that I was unsuited to the Brownies and shouldn’t come back.’
Lily giggled with delight. ‘Oh, bad Granny,’ she said, and then paused, absorbed in thinking hard. ‘I like the brownies and I eat everything – but not sausage rolls – and my legs
are fat and my hair is short.’ She looked at me, the idea taking root in her head. ‘That little girl crying in the woods is not me, it’s you, Granny. Ha ! ha! The crying girls are not me.
www.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk
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I’m going to look at something else, now’.
She skipped away, laughing.

Presenting ‘From the Lighthouse’
Thanks to all members who contributed to ‘From the Lighthouse’, our anthology which was launched at the AGM.
The anthology was edited by poet and writer Claire Askew, who has just completed her year-long contract as Tyne and Esk
Creative Writing Fellow. Fifty-eight members had their work included.
Said Claire: “The vast majority of the writers here have already presented their work to their writing group peers, and have
had the opportunity to rework and polish that piece for inclusion in the anthology,”
She added: “This book showcases some of the very best poetry and fiction from all of the eight Tyne and Esk groups and
illustrates the rich variety of voices working within our organisation.”
The Tyne and Esk Writing organisation welcomes anyone over 16 who is interested in working with words. They usually
meet every two weeks and the main objectives are to review each other’s work and to stimulate ideas and encourage new writers.
One group specialises in poetry. No experience is required – just a love of words.
The anthology, priced £6 is available at Kesley’s bookshop in Haddington or from Tyne and Esk members.
L to R: Stella Hervey Biddell, Sheila Thacker (seated), Claire Askew, Luke Townsley (seated), Keith Saunders.
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To ‘M’
~ Keith Saunders

Members’ Success Story
You run down the dunes
with sand clouds around your feet,
then tumble through marram,
before skipping – a rock sylph –
across pools the ebbing tide forgot.
Agile as your father.

You stop and turn.
Your mother’s eyes – confident,
but that look.
Oh, I know that look!

Encouraged by Claire Askew, Anne Jones and
Julia Graves both submitted stories to
Edinburgh-based writing magazine ‘Freak Circus’
and were successful. Anne’s story ‘Needed’ is
under her pen name, A. Jak. Julia’s two stories,
which are loosely based on her experiences
growing up in Cambridge, are called
‘Strawberries’ and ‘The Last Afternoon’. Their
work will be in the October edition of Freak
Circus. To buy a copy or to find out how to
submit work, go to www.freakcircus.co.uk. As
their website says, the people who run Freak
Circus are very friendly and helpful.
We look forward to seeing Julia’s and Anne’s
stories in print!

You’re going to speak – I’m going to
laugh.
CITY OF FIRE

You do.
I do.
As the razor shell you hold in your
palm –
your grandmother’s wit.

~ Kenny Gilchrist
Through the power of TV,
I catch the daily news bulletin.
A city engulfed in fire, the
flames flicker higher and higher.

And what of me?
Those smiles?

Helicopters spill fluids to dampen
it down, as cars try and high tail
it out of town. An aspect of

The smile we share when the
world’s a fool.

Alberta on TV, politicians express

And that other smile – that smile.

their words. Notley, Trudeau look

Yes … yes,
I know.
Me too.

burnt out too. To you it’s three
hundred miles, for me it’s three
thousands and ninety eight, but
through the prism of TV I feel
the heat, and see the embers in
the sky just like you.

www.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk
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... And the Winner is…
At the presentation of the Tyne and Esk Writer of the
Year prize 2016 in late September, two worthy winners
were chosen by our judge Janet Paisley. Anne Shivas took
the poetry prize with her evocative piece, Time Travel,
and Andrew Broadfoot picked up the prose award for
That Dog and Our Family, a gripping short story.
Among what Janet described as a very high standard of
entries, Andrew was chosen as overall winner.
Second and third places went to Jock Stein and Michael
Davenport respectively for poetry, and to Graeme
MacPhee and Dianne Alexander for prose. All six pieces
can be found on the Tyne and Esk website at
www.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk.
Our congratulations go to Andrew, Anne and all those
who were placed.
Photo: Anne (l) and Andrew receiving their awards from our judge, Janet
Paisley.

Fall has always been my favorite season. The time when everything bursts
with its last beauty, as if nature had been saving up all year for the grand
finale.~ Lauren DeStefano
www.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk
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Our departing Creative Writing Fellow, Claire, has had an exciting summer. Here she tells us all about it…
When I found out I'd been longlisted for the 2016 Lucy Cavendish College Fiction Prize, I was absolutely delighted. I had about 50,000 words of the novel, and it
was all in first draft form -- it was cheeky of me to submit it at all, really. So I took the longlisting as a very good sign that the first draft was working, and
resolved to get on with it. Then, amazingly, the novel was picked for the shortlist, and I was able to read excerpts from the work of the other writers I was listed
next to. I was absolutely blown away by these women and their great skill -- I felt honoured to be among them, and even more grateful to have got to the
shortlist stage.
But there was more amazement to come! A few weeks before the awards ceremony -- with none of the writers aware of the result -- I received an email from
one of the judges, Nelle Andrews. Nelle is an agent at Peters, Fraser and Dunlop, and she invited me to travel down to London and meet her for a coffee. I
assumed that this was a perk all the shortlistees benefited from... but I was still nervous as I took the long train ride down to Kings Cross. I was meeting a real
agent! And I was going to get advice about my novel!
As soon as Nelle got settled at our seat outside a very trendy cafe, she said, "OK, I'm not going to beat around the bush -- I'm not going to keep you in suspense.
I love your novel, and I want to represent you." I was literally speechless for about five minutes, and then I had to ask lots of very, very rookie questions. Are
you sure? Don't I have to finish my book first? What am I committing to exactly? Nelle was very, very patient with me, and explained everything kindly and in
words of one syllable. As we chatted I began to realise what a passionate and powerful advocate she could be for my work. By the end of our hour-and-a-half
chat, I knew she was someone I could definitely trust to lobby for my novel's publication.
As I gave Nelle a hug goodbye, she reminded me about the prize, which I had totally forgotten about, given that my head was spinning off its axis! "I'll see you at
the award ceremony," she said. "And I just want you to know, I think you're all winners."
On the train back, I analysed this statement. "OK," I decided, "that was Nelle tipping me the wink -- I haven't won. BUT I've got an agent! All she's seen is the
first draft, and she already thinks my novel is worth her time and attention. So really, what more could I ask for?"
Fast-forward to the ceremony, and I had fully convinced myself that I was not the winner. This was great: it allayed my usual anxiety about such events, and
allowed me to have a lovely time. Lucy Cavendish College is not as grand as some of the other Cambridge colleges -- my jaw dropped as I taxied through
Cambridge to get there, and passed by the gilded gates and towers of some of the more famous ones. However, it is small, quiet, welcoming, quaint, and
beautiful -- I felt totally relaxed as I was given a tour of the pretty, cottage-y gardens, and shown the library. Back at the drinks reception, I was overjoyed to
meet my fellow shortlistees, and chat to them about their work. They were all whip-smart, funny, powerful ladies who'd written seriously brilliant novels. I
loved getting to know them.
I met Catherine Chanter, who won the prize a few years back with her novel The Well, which I absolutely loved. I'd been to her event at the Edinburgh
International Book Festival. I was star-struck... but she was extremely friendly and kind. Then someone was standing beside me and it was Dame Margaret
Drabble. The whole thing started to feel like an intense but pleasant fever dream.
Then, judge and organiser Alison Pearson was up on stage, saying nice things about my book. She said nice things about the books of each of the shortlistees,
and everyone clapped. I began to wonder who would win. I thought it might be Kelleigh Greenberg-Jephcott, whose novel had already won a big prize... but I
also wanted it to be Sara Collins, who'd impressed me so much as a writer and as a person in the short hour we'd spent in the same room. And I also wanted it
to be JA Micheline, whose novel excerpt blew me away... and, and, and! It could have been anyone!
Then Alison said it was me, and I nearly fell over.
I never expected to win, and I am still absolutely gobsmacked that I did. My novel is still unfinished, though I am now working with Nelle to produce a really,
really good brand new draft to send out to publishers in the spring. The book is about a college shooting -- the first ever to happen in Scotland. It follows the
fortunes of three very different women as they try to survive the seven days after this terrible event. They are Ishbel, the mother of the first student killed;
Helen Birch, the newly-promoted DI who has to handle this impossible case; and Moira, the mother of the 21-year-old gunman who killed himself at the scene.
It's a dark book about male violence and the havoc it can wreak on women's lives. But it's also about female self-reliance, and in it, I try to show how strong
women can be, even when they find themselves completely alone.
There is still a lot of uncertainty. There's no guarantee that the book will be published -- though I know Nelle will fight for it tooth and nail, and having a prize
win under my belt is a huge help! I'm having to manage my expectations -- these are tough times, publishing-wise, and great novels sink without trace all

the time. I've got everything crossed for a happy outcome, and a chance to see my novel on shelves in the next couple of years... but mainly,
I'm getting on with the writing. That's the important bit.

Now Autumn's fire burns slowly along the woods and day by day the dead leaves fall and melt.
~ William Allingham
www.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk
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Barista dreams

Writing Competitions – a Success Story and a Formula!

~Jock Stein

Coffee soars:
transcending cup or mug
it feels its steamy way into the soul
to settle scores,
to open pores of understanding,
lubricate negotiation of a deal,
and knock on doors
unvisited and maybe unimagined
by the guy without a bean.

Coffee rhymes:
not in a mundane sense
like ‘coffee rhymes with toffee’;
no, coffee chimes
with Sufi rhythm, gently whirling
till the body wakes and stretches
into leisure times
unknown, so unafforded
by the guy without a bean.
Coffee shocks:
English kings and Prussian emperors,
Ottomans, all tried to ban it
from their docks
as heresy, subversive, or not kosher
for the Jews and Turks and Mormons,
as it rocks
the mental coffers, safely populated
by the guy without a bean.
Coffee earns:
It’s worth a bob or two to those
who import, roast and package it.
Whoever learns
the story of its harvesting, could buy
Fair Trade, support the farmer,
so he overturns
the exploitation of the crop now sweated
from the guy without a bean.

Coffee hooks:
so Starbucks, Brew Lab, Steampunk
thrive on pressured percolation;
jargon spooks
us with decoction, drip filtration
and much studied preparation.
But the books
about addiction hold no interest
for the guy without a bean.
Coffee spoils:
if you boil it, waste it, spill it.
But it neatly foils loneliness;
a drink soon oils
the rust of solitude, inspires
that kind but risky invitation,
and uncoils

the wardrobe of a hedgehog heart,
to wrap a coat of friendship
round the guy without a bean.

Congratulations to Frances Hider, who recently won the Frankenstein Workshop of Creation writing competition.
Here Frances shares her delight in winning and her guidelines for successful submissions.
I was delighted to win the 2016 Frankenstein Workshop of Creation Writing Competition with my essay ‘The
Unintentional Contortionist or Opisthotonus’.
Competitions are a great way to get your writing kick started. They provide a deadline, a theme and a word count.
Having the confidence to subject your writing to judgement can be daunting. But if you take the plunge, whatever the
outcome you will have a piece of work you can edit or rewrite or use to inform other writing. If you do win, are long
listed, short listed, a runner up or highly commended you have a valuable note to add to your list of writer’s credits.
To get from the point of seeing a competition notification to submitting your own work can take a bit of writerly
discipline. Following a few simple guidelines can sometimes help. Here are mine;



Keep an eye open for links to competitions or google competitions in your genre



Be sure the genre is the one you want to write in.



Read the brief. (keep a note of the deadline, theme and how to submit)



Don’t put off getting started



Plan your time to suit the way you write



Find a way to write that suits you

If that’s 300 words at a sitting, a paragraph, a line or two of dialogue, a page or the whole thing in one go that’s fine.
No one is judging you on how you get from start to finish.
The important thing for a competition entry is to start and to finish.



Don’t let self-doubt stop you completing



Give yourself time to edit



Read it out loud



And edit again if you have time (but don’t succumb to thinking it will never be good enough)



Re-read the brief (make sure your manuscript is in the form asked for.)



Press Submit (or stick a stamp on the envelope and post it)

You have nothing to lose.
My competition entry was inspired by a workshop held in Surgeons’ Hall Museum, Edinburgh and a lecture given at
the same time by Laura Ellen Joyce.
You can read my winning essay at:

www.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk
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http://frankensteinat200.tumblr.com/post/150627252942/the-unintentional-contortionist-or-opisthotonus-by
Frankenstein at 200 is a project marking the genesis and publication of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein in 1816 and 1818.

Secretly I have always …..
~ Eric Platten

~ Sheila Thacker
I have always been secretly in love with Noel Edmonds. You understand why I say secretly. I never fantasised about
him, now that really would have been weird!
Apparently we have no control over whom we fall for and that just sums up the time it happened, another thing I
couldn’t control!
It was the winter of discontent – one of many - 1973/74. I had given birth to my first child, whom I also love, but
that’s no secret.
The world was in crisis, due to a population explosion for which according to my mother-in-law I was singly
responsible, having babies at such a time! Miners were striking, power cuts a daily occurrence, the Middle East was
withholding oil, teachers were threatening strikes, television stopped at 10 pm, and inflation was rising by the minute.
Ted Heath put the country on a three day week, and promptly announced an election. Everyone would be standing on
each other’s heads in ten years’ time if we didn’t control the population. Oh my! What had I done?

The letters I've written, but never posted.
Putting on paper, what I wanted to say out
loud, but the words they taper.
Fade from my brain, and are never said out
loud.

So instead I come home and wrote a letter.
Hoping this will make me feel better.
Write it down, pour my heart out.

My mother-in-law declared one child’s enough these days and had the hospital asked if I wanted to be sterilised? I
was 26, I didn’t want to be sterilised. I did tentatively point out she’d had five babies! During WW2 when food was
rationed, a great time to reproduce.

All the things I should have said.

“But things were different then hen, we didn’t know any better, not like you young ones, so we couldn’t help it.”
The letter it started, Dear_________.
I longed to say, “By the time you got to number three, surely you were beginning to see a pattern.” But that would
have been rude and disrespectful.

I'm not going to name you, so no need

So with all this mayhem going on and trying to come to grips with motherhood, I did what every self-respecting new
mum does: I cuddled my baby and cried. We cried in unison! I cried for over-populating the world, the miners,
teachers, the Middle East, no television after 10pm. Can’t say I cried for Ted Heath, but did for all those affected by
three-day weeks We were lucky: my husband worked for the pharmaceutical industry and was considered essential
services. Then I howled buckets when the election was called as I couldn’t be part of it. I had a baby to look after and
women with babies were invisible. If only! I still had at least five stone to lose. My husband said that was a gross
exaggeration. It was gross alright!

to worry.

So my friends and family all helped and supported this tearful, sometime cheerful blob. “Just what’s the matter?”
they asked, “You have a healthy baby, a lovely husband, your own home, you live in a nice town by the sea. Get out
there! you have friends with new babies. Go to coffee mornings! Wish I didn’t have to work all day… you can organise
your own routine, you’re your own boss, so just what is wrong?”

to surface. Old wounds I thought healed.

This just made me feel guilty, I howled louder, because I did not have a clue what was wrong. I concluded I had gone
mad.
“Just pull yourself together. In my day we didn’t have time to sit feeling sorry for ourselves. Get out there and get that
baby some fresh air, do you both good!” was the advice from new grandmothers.
At the baby clinic the kindly understanding health visitor suggested I spoke to a doctor, who, equally kindly, said he
would give me tablets that would cheer me up. Actually those damn pills knocked me out and I spent a fortnight
being a zombie!
My friends from the antenatal mothercraft classes were the biggest help and support. Their care and concern got me
through the routine of feeding, changing and bathing baby who then slept while I sobbed, cleaned, washed, ironed,
dusted, sobbed some more, and became very skilled at vacuuming with a baby on my hip! Then the next day I did it
all again. In the afternoons I got fresh air and exercise: chatting to other pram pushers and dog walkers was very
uplifting. On Wednesdays I met my friends, all new mums, and discovered I wasn’t mad, bad or ungrateful: they
understood. I began to cheer up naturally without joy pills, and life went on.

As once again, it's me who is left
feeling sorry.
These feelings I thought well hidden, start

Emotions long since buried.
Feeling once again how it was, when I sat
and wrote that letter.

well there was more than one letter, not all
to the same person.
I'm sure, if I remember rightly, they would
all say the same thing.
I just had to get it out of my system.

If it felt like that, just writing it down.
However the Middle East wasn’t faring well, we had a new (recycled) Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, and the miners
ruled the country, teachers were still unsettled, inflation went through the roof, Northern Ireland was in dire straits,
dustmen and fire fighters were all threatening strike action, there were murmurings about the NHS not being
sustainable, if people would “use it rather than abuse it”, and the papers talked of plans for the Queen’s Silver
Jubilee! I overpopulated the world again three years later, fortunately without tears, though everyone was ready
with the safety net just in case… and rest, as they say, is history.
Oh yes! Where does Noel Edmonds fit into all this? Well, he doesn’t really; he was a DJ on Radio 1, which I listened to
every day. He represented life outside my small world, told stories and discussed current affairs, his jokes made me
laugh; he played records I liked and sometimes sang along too. I started looking forward to hearing his chat. One day
when I quoted him, a friend laughingly said: “You’ve got a thing about Noel Edmonds”. I hotly denied it of course.
I don’t and never have fancied him, I don’t stalk him but over the years my children had to watch him on “Multiwww.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk
Coloured Swap Shop”, “The Late Late Breakfast Show” and “Noel’s House Party” with that wretched Mr Blobby!
Recently I have glanced at episodes of “Deal or no Deal” and I confess: I still have a soft spot for Noel Edmonds, the DJ
who unknowingly helped in my recovery from what is now widely recognised as postnatal depression.

How would it have felt, if they came back
unopened.
I guess that's why the letters were torn up
and never posted.
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More Member Successes: Three Book Launches

~ Kenny Gilchrist

No fewer than three Tyne and Esk writers have celebrated the publication of their first
books this summer. Here’s what they had to say.
From Moira Cormack, author of The Witch of Land and Sea:
The elephantine process of a book arriving at its launch day on time unfolded for me this year on
the glorious 27 August.
It started with beginner’s naivety and a year in the writing. I chased a national children’s book
competition with single minded purpose. Even overshooting the deadline didn’t stop me: I sent in
the first chapters and kept going. My friends in Tyne and Esk rallied round me, editing and proof
reading generously for me.
Then came the crash of rejection. It didn’t win. It wasn’t short listed. However there at the bottom
of the magazine was a call for submissions – a touch of synchronicity. On Christmas Eve I posted
the entire manuscript off and did what I’d been told to do, forget about it. As a mother of four this
was pretty much taken care of for me. Term restarted, the routine moved my days on until I
spotted the first line of an email ‘We are delighted to accept…’ I blinked, looked, blinked, opened it
and there it was – acceptance.

You walked down cobbled streets
where family members once did
meet.

Stars, dust and a generation fading,
Visually in your mind, a place so
alive,
tasting the salt in the air, its charms,
its history, the future still to delight.

A lot of dancing on the spot and chattering non-stop followed.
Three years passed; a junior edit, two senior edits, a polish, to-ing and fro-ing over the front cover
and finally the book.

In every Hill and Adamson
photograph

A beautifully formed book with a launch party to make any writer’s heart sing.

you see, it links in history on
Heritage Road.

From Stella Hervey Birrell, author of How Many Wrongs Make a Mr Right?:
Reviewers have called ‘How Many Wrongs Make a Mr Right?’ ‘perceptive, evocative, and at times
downright funny,’ and ‘comparable to Jill Mansell and Jane Green in terms of plot and quality.’

I am writing this tale so future
generations

How Many Wrongs Make a Mr Right? follows Melissa through the despicable decisions of her
twenties. Framed with vignettes from the past and the future, it will keep you guessing to the very
end. A story about frog-kissing, bed-hopping, sliding off your lily-pad with embarrassment … and
croaking with joy.

continue the theme, even though
these are
just words on a page I am sure
others will walk

From Cheryl Smith, author of Being Mrs Smith:
Being Mrs Smith has been described as ‘a true hero’s journey’, ‘a lyrical love poem’, ‘a beautifullywritten cocoon of love and happiness within the tempest of crisis, and ‘a gorgeous creation’. It tells
of one couple’s unconventional journey from a terminal cancer diagnosis to ultimate healing and
peace via shamanic practices in the Amazon jungle.

the cobbled streets again on
Heritage Road.

The book was released on June 24th and launched in Blackwell’s, Edinburgh, on July 7th amidst
family, friends, Tyne and Esk colleagues, readers, and celebration.
The Witch of Land and Sea is published by Morton and Smith and can be purchased by emailing
mortonandsmith@gmail.com, or from Moira at www.facebook.com/mkcormack.
How Many Wrongs Make a Mr Right? is published by Crooked Cat and can be found at Amazon, Kobo, Nook
and iBooks. Stella blogs at #atinylife140 and tweets at @atinylife140.
Being Mrs Smith is published by O Books and is available at Amazon, Kobo, Nook and in local bookshops.
Cheryl can be found at www.beingmrssmith.com.

www.tyneandeskwriters.org.uk
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